
Section 5         {change|ability}: outer space hardening up 

Painful irony. Besides as a name of a philosophical sketch 

(1795) a war ending in Ewige Friede did exist. Kant partly 

copied the  Treaty of Eternal Peace (1686) its free trade● 

clause, and, architecture●. Painful irony. A historical truce 

underlies a geopolitical issue in 2022, and, maybe, WWIII.

In 1686  Muscovy/Tsardom of Rus’ paid● 146.000 rubles 

to became the proud owner● of Kiev, capital of Ukraine/ 

borderland/’little Russia’. Despite a lawfully signed (Sec.6) 

‘Perpetual  Peace’,  war  resurrected●. In  2010  AD;  when 

Kiev coined itself  New Jerusalem●; when leaving  Russian 

patriarchate the Ukraine Autocephalous Orthodox Church 

took  Moscow’s title  along.  Debates refer  to the Eternal 

Peace/1686 truce—state and church not being separated.

Putin’s military intervention in fka owned, sovereign state 

(Sec.4), or, warfare●—Ukraine longed to be a westernizer, 

leads to why●. We know little about an other/outer world 

on the globe due to traditional inner/local world centrism; 

let alone being able to step into paradigms of ‘the strange 

x the stranger’ (Sec.1). Apart from a 100 million refugees 

forcefully doing so, I/European/Dutch westerner know too 

little about e.g. history/people/religion/politics/habitus of 

Russia, of Ukraine, about their mutual differences/values/ 

genius etc. [The obvious question is: can/would/could AI?]

Presupposing all of us mortals are living under ubiquitous 

SATELLITIC ERA we remain bubbles, being fed by already 

‘inside information’—rapped in cancel culture, or, banning 

the contrasting. If not for {change|ability} of insight, I too 

wouldn’t have met The Russian Idea (long time popular in 

Russia, and, therefore illusory big differences between e.g. 

Orthodox   Christian   Pantocrator  and  Catholic/Protestant 

God charity●, nor the Russian concept_ion of brotherman 

[imperative:  don not surpass man nor God; create ’as if’ 

God Creator—ex nihilio  Godmanhood:  suppression, pain, 

poverty, suffering given]. ‘Deep learning’ godlike man vs 

manlike god extremely clear for at least Moscow Socrates 

Fedorov. Longing for mortals to gain Salvation, he sent all 

—artificially resurrected, dead & the alive into universe.

2015, SBAS/Satellite Based Augmentation System; Africa

2019, gagan-system-architecturepix; India, Asia

Kant’s Russian colleague Fedorov experienced● paradigm 

shift after lifelong, religiously suffering mortal’s ‘abnormal’ 

accident: mortality [x labor x labor]. His life long quest for 

how practical reason/action could fix the Original Accident

—God’s penalty be_cause of the Fall of Man  ,   encountered 

a solution: resurrection1 is possible via nature’s electricity.

1     Ezekiel 37:1-28, Valley of the bones; JHWH orders Ezekiel to awaken 
the graveyard of the dead [of hope]. 9 “Then he said to me, “Prophesy to 
the  breath;  prophesy,  son  of  man,  and  say  to  it,  ‘This  is  what  the 
Sovereign LORD says: Come, breath, from the four winds and breathe into 
these slain, that they may live.’”10 So I prophesied as he commanded 
me, and breath entered them; they came to life and stood up on their 
feet—a vast army. 11 Then he said to me: “Son of man, these bones are 
the people of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up and our hope is 
gone; we are cut off.’ 12 Therefore prophesy and say to them: ‘This is 
what  the  Sovereign  LORD says:  My  people,  I  am going  to  open  your 
graves and bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of 
Israel. 13 Then you, my people, will  know that I  am the  LORD, when I 
open your graves and bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in 
you and you will live, and I will settle you in your own land. Then you will  
know that  I  the  LORD have  spoken,  and I  have  done  it,  declares  the 
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According  to  religious  Fedorov—who’s  idea’s  influenced 

space father Tsiolkovsky (who  influenced Musk  )  , how to 

achieve Salvation was clearly demonstrated by Christ, the 

son of man x son of God: resurrection. Instead of mortals  

put effort in costly warfare, escaping from their common 

task. Fedorov suffers. Until he gains a sublime experience2. 

t

“Now, suddenly, like a joyous ray of light for 'those dwelling in darkness  
and under the shadow of death', come the good tidings that those very 
means  of  mutual  annihilation  may  become  means  of  salvation  from 
hunger. Here is hope that an end may be put to both famine and war—
moreover  an  end  to  war  without  disarmament,  for  the  latter  is  not 
possible. Even unbelievers, even professed atheists, can hardly fail to see 
in this possibility of transforming a great evil into a great blessing a sign  
of Divine Providence. Here is a completely new proof of the existence of  
God and His Providence, a proof derived no longer from contemplating 
the  purposefulness  of  the  natural  order,  but  from  acting  and  from 
influencing it in real life. Is it not indeed a manifestation of God's great 
mercy  to  man,  who  seems  to  have  reached  the  limits  of  perversity, 
sinning against both nature and his fellow beings and even rejecting the 
very existence of God?                                           Yet from the pulpit comes 
a voice saying, 'Beware of this audacity which seeks to bring down rain 
from heaven by means of gunfire.' * But if gunfire cannot be condemned 
out of hand even when it brings death (for example, in the defense of  
the  homeland),  why should  it  be condemned when it  brings life  and 
saves people from starvation? Is it not rather the carrying out of God's  
will? Having created man, did He not enjoin him to possess the Earth 
and all that is upon it? So why is it wicked insolence and even sacrilege 
to redirect a cloud from a place where its rain could be harmful, to one 
where it would be beneficial? To channel water from a stream or river  
for  irrigation is not regarded as obstructing God's will,  so why should 
redirecting  moisture  for  human  needs,  not  from  a  stream  but  from 
atmospheric currents, be contrary to God's will? The more so when this 
is done not for the sake of luxury or fun but to provide our daily bread.” 

What happened? 

LORD.’”

2 https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov   

What happened?

Merely a  scintilla,  synderesis,  insight,  intuition, epiphany, 

a nano sec before  future history; that what ‘abnormal’● 

DIKW● progression hopes to achieve in 30 years [¿when, 

totally out of man’s control AI, is having such?]; only one 

of man’s insight_s; sec in_side; situated in sight. Where? 

iiiiiii

“In 1891, the disastrous year when crop failure in many of the provinces  
constituting the granary of Russia caused a famine which threatened to 
become endemic, and when rumors of war were rife, we suddenly heard 
of experiments in  rain-making by means of explosives—that is, by the 
very substances which hitherto were used solely for  wars foreign and 
domestic (such as revolutions, dynamite attacks and so on). 

The coincidence of this famine caused 
by  drought  and  the  discovery  of  how  to  combat  it  by  means  used 
hitherto  only  for  mutual  annihilation  could  not  fail  to  produce  a 
shattering effect on those on the verge of starvation as well as on those 
who had relatives of military age. And not on them alone.” 

Climate  modification  progressed  ever  since  even  as 

climate war  3   e.g. against man & its products4 and for man.
5 6

3 1967-1972 Vietnam War Operation Popeye, 
1977https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title15/c
hapter9A&edition=prelim 

4 2019 Hyperlink  , 2021 China, 2021 Bill Gates & Harvard solar geo-
engeneering

5 Space ship, Tsiolkovsky; https://youtu.be/hDhJKzuOb2w (1936)
6 Nature’s insight; papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH, 2021
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Fedorov, the  worshiped  7     x ridiculed  8 precursor of today’s 

transhumanism● disagrees with Kant, the ‘China man of 

Köningsberg. He grants Kant as great thinker. Thus,  he  is 

limited to cognitive science. So, Kant lacks creative power9 

as well as active reason10—the issue in Russian philosophy.
cc

Fedorov crosses there where Kant  11   confines, there where 

he exchanges intuition & concept12, or, aesthetics & logos. 

Fedorov intertwines intuition with religious concept-ion—

moving Kant’s strict division between those 2 existentials 

to the domain of paradox13 when rationality is only to be 

understood as logic and, refutes that Kant postulates God. 

For  he  worships  the  Trinity.  More  especially,  he  truly 

beliefs in Christ’s singularity14—his being of double nature: 

a mortal son, plus, God’s Son; thus: Pantocrator; Almighty.

Fedorov’s empathy for a  hypostatic union● tells him that 

all mortals must follow in the footprint of man’s Son and 

overcame death. To grant all mortals redemption● —the 

dead  & the alive. It’s  the  COMMON  TASK  of/by/for  all 

mortals together15. Even more: categorically● all together. 

Collateral damage: if all together direct in one16 and same 

way—isotropic● as ‘straight timber’●, only war will die.
c

So far,  Fedorov seems a religiously conceptional lookalike 

of a medieval mortal belief in God The Architect● (Sec.2).

7 https://www.hkw.de/en/programm/projekte/veranstaltung/  
p_135477.php; Fesicova (2011)

8 https://theconversation.com/russian-cosmism-a-national-  
mythology-against-transhumanism-15278

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/article/nucci-
transhumanists-technology; 

9 https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov  
10 1868, Lockyer (1868), 

https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov
11 1781, Critique of Pure Reason, B75
12 Kant's  definition  of  perception/intuition  is  ‘an  immediate 

representation of an individual/singular object’  and of a concept 
(and  the  thoughts  they  compose)  ’a  mediate  and  general 
representation of a pluralism of objects’.

13 Be_cause “critique of pure reason  is God” [genetivus subjectivus] 
Fedorov https://sites.google.com/site/azoko09/nikolai-fyodorov

14 Other than AI’s singularity: Kurzweil (2005)    (2022)  
15 For one cannot knows Ezekiel 30; Fedorov works for x by the power 

of electricity x belief. He quantifies force, not semantics.
16 Teilhard de Chardin   (1922) conceptualized ‘common’ to noosphere

—influenced Senghor. It’s a new East-West dispute. 

At the same time he  prelude his worshiped Earth● lives 

under  SATELLITIC  ERA—electromagnetism●,  today’s  aim 

—space race●, the way we go—artificialization17, our food 

as well  as the hot tendency currently—freezing in one’s 

body or its head (cryonics) for better times to come, etc.
i   v     

Fedorov’s  intentionality (mimesis of ‘normal progress’ as 

demonstrated by man’s Son—namely man’s resurrection  )   

is embedded in his total rejection of any re_presentation. 

Forcefully  he therefore  decries  Kant’s  ‘Copernican turn’ 

that brought out for Kant and western society that man is 

being but a singular representation18 of the world.

According to Berdyaev  19   (1874-1948) who wrote Fedorov’s 

elegy, Fedorov was more a Slavophil than the Slavophiles 

which means he firmly detested  Western(iz)ers, Darwin, 

all who worry about quidditas of the existing20 as well as 

modern/western dichotomous constructs21 (individualism, 

economics etc.); in short: all who turn in or away from the 

quest_ion ‘what about death?’ Thus, he inspired cosmist/ 

space father Tsiolkovsky     and in turn non-religious SpaceX.

17 Orthodox Christian Fedorov is  tormented by Gen.3—mortality  [x 
labor x labor x taking care of the ground we walk, now called planet 
Earth]; by man’s sin—disobedience; by nature’s evil on mankind—
hunger and catastrophes, plus, warfare. He discerns the help of the 
other worldly handing out a help for properly taking care of a world 
already lost/our hopeless graveyard & v.v. Accidentally● he senses/ 
dis-covers/un-veils God’s help—crypto in nature (lighting, minerals, 
able to transform it, etc.) In his joy is to transform the organisms—
machines  into  ‘artificial  machines,  "made  by  man,  contrived  by 
human skill and labor"—inverse effort to pass by God’s punishment, 
he artificializes everything to gain Salvation: for all mortals together.

18 “Happiness in life is dearly bought by Kant. Forget about perfection
—it  is  unattainable  (for  God  is  but  an  ideal);  therefore,  your 
imperfection should not worry you. Do not think about death, and 
you will not fall into the paralogism of immortality. Attend to your 
business and do not think about what lies beyond—whether the 
world is finite or infinite, eternal or temporary, you cannot know.  
So,  says  Kant  in  his  Critique  of  Pure  Reason.  However,  all  the 
negation  of  the  Critique  of  Pure  Reason  is  based  solely  on  the 
assumption that human dissension is inevitable and that union in a 
common task  is  impossible.  This  assumption is  but prejudice,  of 
which  Kant  was  not  conscious,  and  which  he  did  not  perceive 
because he was a great philosopher and, consequently, could not 
imagine anything superior to thought.” 

19 Religion of Resusciative-Resurrection: Philosophy of the Common   
Task of N. F. Fedorov (berdyaev.com) 

20 Which Kant disrupted by Gestaltschwitz parallel on the paradigm 
shift of Copernicus who turned earth and sun and western culture.

21 But  he  stipulates  man’s  autonomy,  longs  in  his  whereabouts, 
culture and “lost” 19th century for that omnipresence wherein—
his,  ‘common  task’  is  grounded,  lacks  18th  century  “modern 
intellectuals” – generally he disconnects from (‘salonfähige’ urban) 
“intellectuals” disconnected from the war of  nature in the rural,  
and,  misses  Renaissance  and  medieval• ‘self-aware  mortals’  [> 
Section 2].
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For the sake of a ‘ Common Task’/FOMO/Ukraine War and 

versus  cancel  culture I  hand  out  Fedorov’s  refreshing22 

(very up to date) re-search notes published after his death 

> 1903             >  THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE COMMON TASK 

In contrast to our multiple silent● knowledge-information, 

Fedorov’s exchange by conversation influenced very many 

Russian philosophers/writers23. His ideas led to new—now 

popular, politics (Russian Cosmism  24  , an antipode of Kant’s 

cosmopolitanism), and, transhumanism x climate change.
cci

Fedorov—other than Musk c.s., colonized the universe to 

give numerous resurrected dead and alive people a living 

place—Earth to small to host all, space is the place to be). 

Tsiolkovsky calculated these thoughts and brought in the 

geostationary satellite. Some 60 years after, 1957●, a first 

godlike manlike eye● arrived out there and caused where 

we are now: under SATELLITIC ERA. Tsiolkovsky  designed 

‘space ships’ too—moralized as obnoxious, and the ‘space 

elevator’—insight  after  an image of  the Eiffel  tower,  to 

enter them as well as other ’abnormal’● space science. As 

true cosmist, Tsiolkovski held that brotherman must untie 

its  strings  from  Mother  Earth  cradle,  leave  house  and 

grown up in  space be_cause  of  Godmanhood all  unity. 

[Space Voyage; like Mayflower to colonize America (1620)]
ici

Groping for a  rhizome  25   of potential AI insight in all this, 

another26 AI paradigm  pops  up.  “The  idea  of  artificial 

intelligence  is  that  it  should  exist  not  on  a  carrier  for 

which earthly conditions are adequate, but on a carrier 

for which it’ll be comfortable to exist in other conditions. 

That is, to create the same set of manifestations.”

When Obama commercialized NASA with “we go to Mars” 

East & West met; PODs meet ‘the strange x the stranger’. 

B

22      Versus ‘stabilitas loci’ POLIS insight as man’s end of education.
23      http://www.berdyaev.com/berdiaev/berd_lib/1915_186.html 
24      https://content.cosmos.art/media/pages/library/russian-

cosmism/1158267832-1601363873/russian-cosmism.pdf 
25      Deleuze & Gautarri, 1987; 

file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/ojs_admin,+Becoming.pdf; 
https://youtu.be/RQ2rJWwXilw 

26      2009, Gleb Davydov 

27

28

29

30

27 2008, De_Sign  papilionem CELLARITY; POLIS-OIKOS turn leading to 
sublet need led to division of family home as day or night cells; GVH

28 1895,  Tsiolkovsky,  Space  elevator  for  satellites; 
https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a28485/ru
ssian-rocket-genius-konstantin-tsiolkovsky/ 

29 Tsiolkovsky with man rocket POD to travel to universe; Pinterest
30 2019, De-Sign papilionem POD_PEOPLE_DESERT-ion; works GVH
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